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I 

The fact that the three dynasties of Hsia ~' Yin ~' and Chou ml 
possessed quite conspicuous bronzes in the form of containers among the 
i-ch'i ~~ (ritual objects) is clearly seen in documents of· the Chou Dynasty, 
and the actual objects, when excavated, were regarded as auspicious signs 
in records of the Han ~ Dynasty. Later, during the Six Dynasties and 

the T'ang ~' numerous objects were excavated in various areas, and 

during the Sung * Dynasty, all the features of one or two outstanding 
ancient bronze containers came to be known. This is thoroughly shown 
by the recordings of ancient bronze ritual vessels in the extant Po-ku-t'u-lu 

tlr!:tfll~ (Pictorial Record of Ancient Ritual Vessels in 30 volumes) com
piled in the Hsiian-ho Wfo Era. Furthermore, as it is well known, based 

upon the inscriptions on these vessels, the ages of these objects have been 
investigated, and in accordance with the accounts of ancient rituals of the 
Chou Dynasty, their characteristics have been inferred. 

Supported by the excavation of some important vessels in the Ch'ing i'f 
Dynasty and by the progress of the study of inscriptions on metal and stone 
vessels as well as by the development of textual criticism, academic studies of 

ritual vessels, conducted from the above-mentioned viewpoints, served to render 
the analysis of the inscription on each ritual object more and more elaborate. 
It was confirmed that the Yin Dynasty already possessed vessels with their 
essential characteristics and that they were ritual objects. 

However, the more important questions of the origin of these bronze con
tainers and the processes of their development viewed in connection with other 

articles of the same age were almost always neglected, because only the more 
conspicuous individual relics excavated after the Sung Dynasty were noticed 
and little attention was paid either to the sites of excavation or to other objects 

. excavated simultaneously. These questions had to wait for the application of 
archaeology, which developed in Western Europe since the end of the eighteenth 
century, to China in the present century. 

The scientific excavations of the ancient ruins in China for obtaining ma

terials which are reliable and accurate from the archaeological standpoint date 
from the late Ch'ing period. They were started in some adjacent areas where 
the ancient Chinese culture had spread and were followed, after the fall of 
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the Ch'ing Dynasty, by a Swedish scholar whose investigation of some pre
historic ruins and others attracted attention. As the Academia Sinica was 
established in the latter part of the nineteen-twenties, the members of the 
Archaeological Team of the Institute of History and Philology promptly en
gaged themselves in investigating the ruins in several areas. Especially, as an 
ancient ruin related to ritual bronzes, the appearance of the Chen-pu tr. r 
oracle inscriptions on tortoiseshell and bone towards the end of last century 
attracted the attention of some specialists in inscriptions on metal, who them
selves embarked in 1928 on excavations and investigations of archaeological 
sites attributed to the Yin Dynasty located at An-yang :tc~w, Ho-nan Province 
~m~, or, Hsiao-t'un /Ht1 area in the outskirts of the present Chang-te w1~
The excavation of the ruins, whose date was fairly accurately known, went 
through considerable meandering, and was extended until it was newly ascer
tained that, at Hou-chia-chuang Hsi-pei-kang ~*Jif5::IU~, there existed a 
large group of ancient tombs constructed deeply underground which were 
recognized as Imperial mausoleum of the Yin Dynasty. Subsequently, under 
the leadership of Liang Ssu-yung ~,~,7K, three thorough excavations were car
ried out. Due to repeated private excavations since the Sung Dynasty, the 
wooden structures of this immense group of tombs were almost completely 
destroyed; and there were few perfect remains of the bronze objects. However, 
thorough-going investigations resulted in discovering numerous bronzes of 
newly excavated contemporaneous remains, and the discovery of these remains 
had an epoch-making effect in elucidating the material culture in the latter 
half of the Yin Dynasty. Their success attracted not a little public attention. 

The ancient ritual bronzes excavated from Yin-hsii ~±Ii (Yin ruins) and 
Yin-mu ~~ (Yin tombs) add to an already increasing volume of excavated 
articles. Among them are the abundant new excavations privately unearthed 
from the ancient tombs around An-yang prior to the excavation at Yin-hsii 
and Yin-mu, though most of them were promptly exported to foreign countries, 
and also pien-chin ;tz~ (sacrificial table) and other numerous ancient bronzes, 
which are reliable remains of the latter half of the Yin Dynasty, unearthed 
since the end of last century from Shan-hsi Province ~5~ area. Still others 
are the group of various remains dug up by the scientific excavation of the 
group of ancient tombs at Hsin-ts'un $:tJ, Ho-nan Province, which may be 
dated back to the early part of the Chou Dynasty. Furthermore, there are finds 
from excavations in China, which, though interrupted by the warfare, picked 
up due to the land cultivation plan in China proper after the establishment 
of the Republic of China. With all these finds combined, there can be enough 
evidences which give reliable answers to all the above-mentioned questions. 

The present writer, while a young student under Dr. Konan Naito ~iJ[i!i-)lPR, 
had occasion to inspect ancient ritual bronzes and the items excavated from 
the Yin ruins and collected by Lo Chen-yii ~jJ.JRI, and was engaged in publishing 
a catalogue of the ancient Chinese bronzes collected by the Sumitomo 1±& 
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Family of Osaka*~- These got him quite interested in ritual bronzes. As 
for the above-mentioned scientific investigations of the important Yin ruins, 
through the courtesy of Fu Ssu-nien 1fWr~, the first president of the Institute of 
History and Philology ~5t:J?:f-g~;fJ"Gm, Academia Sinica, the present writer 
enjoyed a special privilege to observe on the spot the third series of excavation 
work conducted by Li Chi $~ and Tung Tso-pin IW.-. Also, right after the 
completion of the excavation of the Yin tombs, Li Chi and Liang Ssu-yung 
kindly gave me an opportunity to study all the finds kept at the Institute in 
Nankin ]¥f£{. The writer's knowledge was considerably enriched by these 
experiences as well as by actual observation of the previously excavated ancient 
bronzes and of the abundant remains which were newly unearthed about that 
time and were allowed to flow out of the country. Then he was firmly convinced 
that these objects perfectly embodied the characteristics of the ancient ritual 
bronzes made in the latter half of the Yin Dynasty, which represented the 
standard types of casting. Part of this has been treated in his previous book 
entitled Yin-kyo ~±Ja[ (the Ruins of Yin).( 1> Afterwards, during his tenure as 
a corresponding research member of the Institute of History and Philology, the 
writer was given an opportunity to inspect personally the large number of 
individual remains by the special courtesy of Kao Ch'ii-hsiin r~:r-~~. who was 
exclusively engaged in publishing the report on the excavations and researches 
of the mammoth group of tombs at Hou-chia-chuang. He was able to enlarge 
his own knowledge by studying various remains of the Yin Dynasty and there 
was a great deal to enlighten him on various unsettled problems on the ancient 
ritual bronzes. In 1971, he was requested by the Institute of History and 
Philology, Academia Sinica, to contribute an article to a festschrift commemo
rating the eightieth birthday of Professor Wang Shih-chieh .3:iit~, President of 
the Institute. Taking this opportunity, he gave a general survey of the abundant 
ancient bronzes appeared from the Yin ruins and Yin tombs, and expressed his 
own views on the origin of these cast-copper containers, as well as his personal 
opinion on their successors in the Chou Dynasty. The article was published 
under the title of Chugoku Ko-do 1-ki Tsuron q=rm~~1¥~iffl~ (A General 
Introduction to the Ancient Chinese Bronze 1-ch'i), Bulletin of the Institute of 
History and Philology, Academia Sinica, Vol. XLII (1971), ,Pt. IV, pp. 541-562. 
This is its English translation with some reveisions. 

II 

From a study of the so-called Yin characters of the inscriptions of ancient 
ritual vessels, it is well known that the Yin-ch'i ~~ (Yin vessels) including 
Shang-ch'i fflj~ (Shang vessels), possessed some salient features. It is only 
natural, therefore, that the abundant remains newly excavated as a result of 

( 1) Sueji Umehara #£~5kf~, Yin-kyo (Yin-hsii, Ancient Capital of the Shang Dynasty at 
An-yang), Asahi Shinbun-sha: Tokyo, 1965. 
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the scientific investigations of the Yin ruins and the groups of Yin tombs ac

curately dated should perfectly coincide with them. However, we should note 

that, while these ancient bronzes, which coexisted with all other cultural items 

of the sarne period, uniformly possessed similar characteristics, there existed 

no bronze vessels which predated them. These vessels were all richly decorated 

chiefly with bird-beast patterns, and these various vessels already possessed one 

definite form, as very well manifested in the ritual bronzes recorded in the 

accounts of ancient rituals of the Chou Dynasty. · 

Let us first discuss the shapes of ancient vessels. There was a great number 

of Yin vessels in the form of min .nn, po ~' or hu ~ (jars) that were used to 

contain solids or liquids. As for the min and po vessels, kuei ~ (deep circular 

vessels with two handles), similar to those of ceramic ware daily used in the 

same age, had pan~ (two solid handles) with bird-beast ornament, just like yu 

~ ( deep circular vessels) had two solid handles. Some kuei had three or four 

handles. Also some had large square bases cast under circular legs. (See Plate 

VIII, left bottom.) As for the hu vessels, there existed numerous vessels differ

ing in form from each other. There were long and oval jars swelling in the 

lower part (Plate VII, No. 4), p'ou -tfli (round jar), tsun ~ (beaker-shaped vessel), 

chih M, (drinking vessel with cover), and lei ffl. (large jar with ring-handles). 

(See Plate VII, or Plate VIII, No. 5.) A large number of them were equipped 

with perfect covers. As for yu §i (wine-jar with a large long handle), there 

were extensive handles and the shapes of the jars themselves were extremely 

variegated. 
Secondly, we can note various wine-cups such a.s chueh It, chiao 'fiJ,.chia§J, 

and ku fW, whose shape seems to have been originally based on horn and tusk. 

Each of them had a strikingly definite shape, while·ku (slender beaker) has its 

mouth conspicuously extended outwards in the form of a morning-glory flower 

with a slender, but secure and stout round leg, the foregoing three vessels have 

in common a handle and knife-shaped legs. However, chueh is unique in that 

it has a spout on one side, and like chia} is provided around the spout with a 

capital decoration. Some chia are large with round edges and have conspicuous 

capital formation and a cover with bird-beast knobs. Other chia are conspicu

ous for slender necks. Also some chueh and chiao are square in form and have 

bird-beast covers. (See Plate III.) 

Next, we have li ~ (kettle) and ting WJ (cauldron) which were obviously 

related in shape to pottery vessels of the previous era. Li and ting, which were 

best known bronze containers, all had holders (ring or ear) on the edge. There 

are more li and ting with three stick-like legs than those with bag-like legs. 

Furthermore, there were variations, such as fang-ting 1f WJ (rectangular caul

drons) and shallow vessels with legs of bird-beast ornament. Among the fang

ting are the two rectangular cauldrons of deer and an ox shape preserved in the 

cornor of a chamber of the Great Tomb, No. 1004, of Hou-chia-chuang, and the 

Ssu-mu-mou-ting '§'J-BJfZWJ excavated at Ssu-k'ung-ts'un '§'J~tt. This fact shows 
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that, among the ancient ritual vessels, the ting was considered the most impor
tant vessel. (Plate II.)_ 

Another vessel of a fundamental type like ting is the long-necked jar. The 
above-mentioned yu with a handle-beam means any jar with a cover provided 
with a knob. There were jars of various forms coexisting with each other
elliptic, circular, rectangular, circular in the upper part and rectangular in the 
lower part, and not a few jars had handles of the owl pattern. (Plate IV.) Fur
thermore, among the tsun of jar shape with large circular legs, there were vessels 
with neck opening outwards and with the barrel-shaped bodies not too con
spicuous, and there were more circular and rectangular vessels with their bodies 
bulging. (Plate VII, right.) 

As for vessels with spouts, it may be mentioned that, among ssu-kuang xM .. 
(gravy-boat shaped vessel) and ho 1fil: (kettle-shaped ewer), both of which exhibit 
sped.al forms and are often found among newly excav~ted relics, there are some 
vessels· possessing uniform characteristics with individual features, and also 
others of distinct appearance. As for the ssu-kuang provided with a cover, its 
peculiarity lies in the fact that the front half of the cover is the shape of a beast, 
while the back half is in that of an owl. But there are some ssu-kuaing which 
exclusively represent birds. Among the excellent large vessels excavated in 
remote antiquity, we can note the conspicuous beast-shape vessels with three 
legs, now in the possession of the Fujita Museum of Art iJiEB~ffi!t, Japan, and 
the Freer Gallery of Art. (Plate VI, bottom.) And some of them give the dates 
of casting when the same mold was used (i.e., the Vessels possessed by the Fogg 
Art Museum and the Freer Gallery of Art) (Plate V, No. 2.). By the way, bronze 
ting (cauldrons) (Plate II, No. 5.) with beast-legs cast in the same mold are found 
in the possession of the Brandage Collection and the Fujii Yurin-kan iJi#tf~J,U-g 
Collection in Japan. Furthermore, among the ho (kettles) with legs, which are 
considered to be vessels for harmonizing the five flavours, there are the hitherto 
known kettles with legs and one handle. In addition, among the newly dis
covered relics, the most conspicuous is the tall and large fang-ho "jjJJJi:. (rectangu
lar kettle), which is one of the three ho in one set excavated from the Great 
Tomb, No. 1001, at Hou-chia-chuang (Plate I, No. 1.), now in the possession of 
the Nezu Museum of Art ~t!~~ffi!t. And we noticed another vessel with a 
human-face cover and of the serpent-dragon pattern excavated from a Yin tomb 
(now in the possession of the Freer Gallery of Art, U.S.A. (Plate VIII, No. 6.) 
Among the numerous rectangular vessels with house-shape covers and four· 
spouts like lei (large jar with ring-handles) already referred to, there are articles 
which are of a fundamental shape, yet different in detail, being rectangular or 
circular. They show quite clearly that their shapes are not uniform. (Plate VII, 
No. 6.) 

In addition to the above-mentioned vessels, which are more numerous 
among ritual wine-vessels, Yin relics of ox-shaped and owl-shaped tsun., which 
from ancient times were known as representing three-dimensional form of birds 
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and animals, exhibit many varieties. Among the owl-shaped tsun, there are 
not a few vessels of primitive form, like the tsun in the possession of the Min
neapolis Institute of Art, U.S.A. (Plate VIII, No. 5.) Also, as for the yu, there 
are numerous specimens of owl shape, possessing sculptured look. Among the 
ox-shaped tsun, we note the tsun representing horned animals (in the possession 
of the Matsunaga Memorial Museum i(:J}j)(gc~im, Japan), and the elephant
shaped tsun which skillfully portrays the dynamic poses of a gigantic elephant. , 
And as for ancient bronze musical instruments considered as instruments used 
for rites and ceremonies, we find specimens of cheng fill:, chung it and to • 
(all right bells) among the reliable findings representing each period, and their 
shapes resemble those of the cast-copper vessels recorded in some later books, 
and some have their distinctive characteristics already developed. 

As discussed above, the numerous ritual bronzes excavated from the Yin 
ruins and Yin tombs at An-yang, Ho-nan Province, all show that they had 
already attained a level of considerable variety, as did relics known since earlier 
times. Also, the vessels were provided with stands or legs exactly similar to 
those of the vessels described in the accounts of ancient rituals of the Chou 
Dynasty. Further, we note that these vessels are of a stage entirely different 
from that of other vessels provided with pan (handles), t'i-liang m~ (hanging
beam), or chu-t'ou-shai tti=ffiftrn (capital decoration), and that vessels already 
multivariegated existed simultaneously. Compared with the shapes of ash 
pottery and other pottery for the daily use of common people in Yin times, as 
discussed by Dr. Li Chi, in Tao-ch'i-pien ~tUi (Chapter on Pottery) of his 
Hsiao-t'un fa-chileh yin-hsil ch'i-wu chia-pien ,Ht1~rltll~:1:!lll~tt/"mE!3 *i (Vessels Ex
cavated from the Yin Ruins at Hsiao-t'un, Part I), Yin bronze vessels show 
considerable difference and only partial resemblance to the black pottery of a 
pre-historic age slightly preceding them. This comparison gives one character
istic to the shapes of the cast-copper vessels. Other points to be mentioned are 
that, though there are many relics of definite shapes, several vessels excavated 
from the grand tomb-groups at Hou-chia-chuang (Plate I) are of a large size, 
compared with others, and that their casting is especially superior to· that of 
others, and that some of the Hou-chia-chuang vessels contain white metal frag
ments. . These differences show that the Hou-chia-chuang relics are clearly 
different, in the method of casting and other respects, from the items excavated 
from the Yin ruins and tombs and studied exhaustively by Dr. Li Chi. (2 ) 

Then, the fact that the decorative patterns which uniquely characterize 
the extremely various typed ritual bronzes are chiefly bird-beast patterns 
wrought all over the surfaces of the vessels has been thoroughly known by the 
relics excavated since the T'ang and Sung Dynasties. The relics newly excavated 
from the ancient Yin ruins and the Yin tomb-groups are found to possess not 
only these patterns, but also sculptured appearance, like pan, which are a part 
of the vessels, and the vessels of the bird-beast patterns. In these Yin relics, 
( 2) Li Chi, Studies of Fifty-Three Ritual Bronzes, Archaeologia Sinica, New Series No. 5. 
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patterns ceased to be more decorations and became a basis of design for vessels 
themselves. And these sculptured vessels coexisted with vessels with patterns 
wrought. 

As for the bird-beast patterns which adorned the ritual vessels, they were 
of a great variety. There were the side view, the front view, the bird's-eye view, 
heads and simplified views of such animals as tiger, elephant, rhynocerus, wild 
oxen, deer, hare, etc., owls and other birds of all kinds, and amphibious animals 
like the tortoise, frog, serpent, fish, and lizard. The most striking patterns 
among the foregoing are as follows: t'ao-t'ieh-wen ~~t& (the glutton motive 
pattern), well-known since remote antiquity, which shows a grotesque and 
gigantic face of a monster in the centre and part of the body on both sides; 
hui-lung-wen JfmflUX (the serpent-dragon pattern), with a beast head and a 
dragon body; k'uei-feng-wen •,11,*_x (the k'uei-phoenix pattern), showing side 
views of a bird-beast with sharp beaks; k'uei-lung-wen •tUx (the k'uei-dragon 
pattern), similar to the k'uei-feng-wen showing serpent-dragon shape with a 
phoenix-head and the ox-head exposing half the flesh. It can be pointed out 
that, among the ancient bronzes excavated from the Yin bombs, there are many 
relics with the following designs: the serpent-dragon shape, quite slender and 
formed like the Japanese Hiragana script ku < or the letter Z; the design of 
monster with his body exposed on both sides of the eye-ball at the centre; the 
gluttonous beast with th~ eye-balls chiefly emphasized in a quarterfoil pattern 
on the outside; and a pair of dragons facing each other etched in low-relief. 
Apart from the above-mentioned bird-beast patterns, there are also such geo
metrical patterns as the yilan-wo 11[1ymi (whorl) pattern, the fang-hsieh-wo-lei 
1f#4Y1Wiffl (lozenge and thunder) pattern with a protruding breast at the centre, 
the hsieh-ko-tzu-lei #4;ffr-=fffl (slender-lattice thunder) pattern, and perpendicular 
patterns. Furthermore, each one of the patterns shows· tremendously manifold 
sculptural expressions. (Plates I~VII.) 

One common feature of the abundant vessels excavated from the Yin ruins 
and the Yin tomb-groups is that the peculiar and variegated bird-beast patterns 
were wrought all over the surface of vessels. These patterns were closely related 
to the shapes of the relics, and we can note that decorating vessels with a variety 
of designs was an established method. The mouth, the body, and the base of 
each vessel were first horizontally partitioned by a circular belt into upper and 
lower halves and also the vessel was vertically divided into two or four parts by 
sets of triple vertical dividers. Each partition was decorated with the t'ao-t'ieh 
(glutton motive) pattern, with other patterns mentioned in the foregoing, with 
the ox-head in high relief in the centre with serpent-dragons or phoenixes facing 
each other on either side of an ox. These designs were perfectly arranged and 
regularly repeated. The spaces between the patterns were generally filled with 
delicate ground feature of the thunder pattern. And .the bag-legged vessels are 
thinly decorated with the gluttonous beast or serpent-dragon patterns. Besides, 
this pattern decoration was often adopted, not only on the exterior of quite a 
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few of the vessels mentioned above, but also on the interior and on the inside 

of the legs, with inscriptions well-known since ancient times as the Yin charac

ters. These inscriptions were of variety .. Some were similar to the charakters 

on tortoiseshell and bone; others were pictographs. On an intricately decorated 

shallow bowl (Plate VIII, No. 1.), the inside of the plane vessel was decorated 

with the rolling pattern of a huge serpent-dragon corresponding to the shape 

of the bowl, and the outside was adorned with bird-beast-fish forms. These 

were vessels representing a bird's-eye view of a tortoise; on some larger jars, more 

conspicuous than inscriptions are bird's-eye views of tortoises and frogs, and 

side-views of birds or beasts accompanied by incised letters. Furthermore, on 

the outside of circular legs of some jars, there are serpent-dragon forms, tortoises, 

and fishes carved in relief. All these features, along with such parts of vessel 

as covers, spouts, handles and handle-beams, and the bird-beast shapes of the 

chia and the chileh provide good examples of the gorgeously decorated ritual 

wine-vessels. 

It should also be noted that among these bird-beast patterns decorating all 

these vessels, there are patterns with blue-stones inlaid, as in the case of the 

mouth-piece (i=r~J=r) of the large rectangular wine-vessel preserved in the Great 

Tomb No. 1003 of Hou-chia-chuang. Also to be mentioned are the partial 

colouring of some patterns and the filling with some other substance of the 

space between the belt-form convex patterns of some ting and other vessels. 

Among the richly decorated wine-vessels found in Yin ruins and tomb

groups, we notice some vessels which appear quite different from the rest. Some 

chih (goblets) and chia (round tripod vessels) chiefly depict the front view of 

owls standing upright and the side-view of monster-beasts. (Plate II, No. 3.) 

Also ssu-kuang presents a sculpturesque figure of a monster-bird with a large 

beak. Its front half represents the side-view of a monster-bird and the rear half 

is equipped with a handle which forms a part of the monster-bird. The ssu

kuang resembles well-known owl-shaped and ox-shaped tsun in that all these 

three vessels are formed to the shape of monster-birds. 

The above-mentioned chih} chia and ssu-kuang} however, resemble other 

vessels in that they use the delicate rolling-thunder pattern as the ground pat

tern and have other patterns added between the spaces of the monster-bird 

representation. Also they have in common with other vessels the use of the 

above-mentioned patterns in the composition of designs lying between the two 

halves of a vessel. For instance, as we see in the gigantic ox ting and deer ting 

(three legged cauldrons) excavated from the Great Tomb No. 1003 of Hou-chia

chuang, the respective ·beast faces are arranged at the centre with the owls 

standing upright on both sides. (Plate II, No. 4.) In the case of ssu-kuang} the 

pattern composition for both sides is identical, and only on the outside area of 

the mouth are cleverly arranged the side-views of flying birds, tigers, elephants, 

other monster-animals and hares. As for vessel covers, the space between the 

gigantic beast-n~cks and bird-heads is divided by a long piece of the serpent-
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dragon, wherein the side-views of the serpent-dragon, the tiger, the elephant are 

reproduced. (Plate V.) As for the knobs on these covers shaped like necks of 

birds and animals, besides the ordinary sharp angles, there are those of the 
inverted vase form and those of letter Z. Also we notice skillfully made knobs 
whose parts are clever combinations of serpent and fish forms, and knobs which 
depict part of the ear, nose, mouth, and neck of a grotesque beast head repre

sented in the bird-beast pattern. These features are distinctly recognizable in 
the details of the knobs. Since the details of the bird-beast pattern can similarly 

be observed in the glutton motive pattern and in the sacrificial beast-heads, 
only the bird-beast patterns which are sculpturally expressive and which deter
mine the shape of the vessel are characteristics of the Yin period. 

In this connection, it may be cited that the grotesque and gigantic fang-ho 

(rectangular seasoning vessel, a three-piece set), preserved in the Great Tomb 
No. 1001 of Hou-chia-chuang, is three-dimensional and sculptural as a pattern. 

Along with other vessels (Plate I.), this fang-ho actually embodies the said 

characteristics of Yin vessels. At the same time, the ritual vessel presently in 
the possession of the Freer Gallery of Art, (formerly in the possession of Mrs. 
Eugene Meyer Collection), which is famous as a ritual vessel of extremely dif
ferent shape, (although nothing is known about the locality where it was ex
cavated); the ssu-kuang, in the possession of the Fujita Museum of Art, with 
edge-like legs of the same size and the workmanship, but of different details 

(Plate VI, No. 2.); and the two jars with a deer knob and a baby-tigress, of the 
same size, but of a three-dimensional monster beast shape, in the possession of 

the Sumitomo Museum of Archaeology 1:i:jttfiti'§ in Japan and of the Musee 
Cernuschi in France (Plate IX.), certainly possess the above-mentioned common 
characteristics. It is only natural that they should be valued as excellent vessels 
of the Yin Dynasty. 

The numerous ancient ritual bronzes of the Yin Dynasty, which were 
produced during two to three hundred years in the latter half of 2000's B.C., 
find their counterparts in the Chou vessels whose names are listed in the ac
counts of ancient rituals of the Chou Dynasty. But the shapes of Yin vessels 
are considerably more variegated than those of Chou vessels. As for the char
acteristic bird-beast patterns richly decorating the vessels, there is a definite 

method of casting the manifold patterns in thin relief. And also there is con

formity between sculptural theme and vessel shape. These features very well 
represent the actual conditions of the various vessels which, from inscriptions, 
have been considered Shang-ch'i (Shang vessels). It should be noted that, when 
compared with clay or ceramic containers of daily use of the Yin Dynasty, the 
ritual vessels show great differences, especially in terms of the patterns given 
in the plates, and, above all, of the fact that they were all cast bronze wares. 

As to the method of casting all these excellent vessels in the Yin Dynasty, 
based upon the common knowledge about the casting method of bronzes in 

ancient societies and elsewhere, it was sup.posed for a long time that the ritual 
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vessels, as well as the numerous bronze vessels of various sorts excavated simul
taneously, had been cast, and that they had been produced by wax molds. 
However, during the large-scale scientific investigations in the Yin ruins at the 
An-yang area, a large number of the fragments of the molds used for casting 
them were -newly discovered at Hsiao-t'un and the surrounding areas where 
these vessels are believed to have been actually cast. From these excavated 
mold fragments, it was for the first time confirmed that the ritual vessels were 
cast by pouring melted copper from one side of the combined inner and outer 
molds which were formed of fine sand and then baked hard, and braced together 
by a mother mold which was probably made of wood. <3) 

The outer molds were divided according to the shapes of vessels. Spouts, 
vessel-legs, handles, and capital decorations for chileh and chia were first cast in 
separate mold, and inserted in the respective spots of the main molds. The 
assembled molds were used as outer molds in casting various vessels. This 
method of casting has been ascertained from the marks left on some of the 
numerous ritual vessels, and secondly, by minute scientific X-ray examinations 
of the actual objects for more than ten years in the laboratory of the ancient 
bronzes in the Freer Gallery of Art, U .S.A. <4) Furthermore, the so-called ground 
metal of these vessels, as in the case of copper weapons in other ancient cultural 
zones, was supposed to be bronze, an alloy with copper as its principal element, 
with the ratio of copper to tin being nine to one. However, when the weapons 
excavated from the Yin ruins at An-yang attracted attention, it was discovered 
that the ko ::t (dagger-ax) or mao ~ (spear), which was too thin to be of practical 
use, contained almost no tin, but much lead, and had other elements added 
to it. As the result of minute chemical analyses of copper containers in the 
laboratory of the Freer Gallery of Art, it became evident that, for the purpose of 
improving casting, the proper quantity of lead was added to the bronze which 
possessed. the above-mentioned ratio of copper and thin. At the same time, 
there were quite a few vessels entirely lacking the above-mentioned tin and 
containing a great deal of lead and other elements. Besides these, there were 
vessels made of the newly developed nickel which contained more than twenty 
percent tin. Even in the naked eye observation of individual vessel, we can 
detect the metalic composition of different vessels. Besides those vessels whose 
surface and rust show ordinary marks of bronze, there are vessels which show 
lead-copper colour on the rough surface. Also other vessels have the natural 
texture of nickel previously mentioned and still others are of the colour of the 
jet-black rust. Many vessels which show nickel colour on the ruptured surfaces 
have jet-black rusty appearance. 

We now can see that the copper ritual vessels produced in the latter half 

( 3) Shih Chang-ju =EillMl=f, Yin-tai-ti-chu-t'ung-kung-i ~fta"Jilffl.J:fi (Bronze Casting in 
the Shang Dynasty), Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology, Academia 
Sinica, Vol. 26, 1955, pp. 95-129. 

( 4) Gettings, The Freer Chinese Bronzes II, Washington, 1969. 
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of the Yin Dynasty, as products of the bronze age following the neolithic age, 
marked a unique and adva_nced stage, both in the art of casting and the tech
nique of alloy production. It has been noted several times that, among the 
ritual vessels excavated since the T'ang and Sung Dynasties from several areas, 
there are some that are quite similar to the Yin vessels. However, as far as 
vessels which preceded them in shape are concerned, it seemed very noteworthy 
that we have absolutely no examples, except for a few quite simple and un
adorned objects. 

III 

The numerous copper ritual vessels excavated from the Yin ruins and the 
Yin tomb-groups definitely dated showed that they were of a stage at which the 
art of casting was remarkably advanced, and that they possessed definite char
acteristics. In addition, the epoch-making continual excavations of the Yin 
ruins revealed for the first time the real features of all the ancient cultural 
objects of the said age. Above all, the remarkable development in wood work
ing exemplified by the large~scale underground wood constructions in Hsi-pei
kang, Hou-chia-chuang, · singularly demonstrated the tremendous progress in 
the technique of producing metal tools during the dynasty. As for the bronze 
weapons, it was known that, like ritual vessels, some had inscriptions on them. 
However, the total picture of the bronze weapons from archaeological stand
point was incomplete, as in the study of the other objects. Although the 
thorough-going examinations of the great Yin tomb-groups, however, it was 
found that not only the bronze objects were decorated with the bird-beast pat
terns quite similar to those on the ritual vessels, but also other objects of all 
kinds were decorated likewise. As for vessel shapes, we note that there were 
three-dimensional ritual vessels of owl pattern, but also that among a number 
of marble sculptures (Plate X.) of the same dynasty newly excavated from the 
great tomb-groups, some were exactly like jade ritual objects known to some 
people since antiquity. The presence of the three-dimensional vessels and 
marble sculptures is characteristic of the Yin times. Also there were containers 
made of different substance that were decorated with the bird-beast patterns. 
Namely, among the vessels made of bone, tusk, jade and wood preserved in the 
same great Yin tomb-groups at Hou-chia-chuang, there were some decorated 
with the bird-beast patterns. As for the articles of bone and tusk, those of horn 
or elephant ivory are not scarce on one side of the cylindrically sliced long or 
short piece of bone or. ivory, a base plate of the same quality is attached. In 
some cases, though affected by the shape of the material used as a handle inserted 
into one side of a vessel, (Plate XI, Nos. 3, 4.), bone or ivory objects show 
qualities common to other bone objects. Some ivory parts are combined to 
make the ting} the fang-lei 1J.ffi. and the chu-k' au 11 □, <5) with detailed bird-

( 5) Sueji Umehara, Yin-kyo Yin-bo no Kotsu-ga Yo-ki ~fJl[~£0)ff'3f~~ (Ivory and 
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beast patterns sculptured all over_ the finished vessels, and partly stone-inlaid. 
They are exactly the same in shape as copper ritual vessels. For instance, a 
good example is the owl pattern yu (jar), made of ivory, preserved in the Great 
Tomb No. 1003 of Hou-chia-chuang. Although it lacks its head, it has the 
shape and pattern exactly similar to those of the copper ritual vessel, and on 
both wings blue stone is beautifully inlaid. (Plate XI, No. 5.) As for jade and 
stone vessels, they are of marble or jade same as employed for sculptures. Kuei 
(deep circular vessel), fang-i 1J"lf;. (rectangular casket-shaped vessel) and other 
ritual vessels were made of these materials, with the same patterns sculptured 
on the surface. These vessels definitely prove that the ancient ritual bronzes 
were produced with jade and stone .. (Plate XI, No. 2.) Judging from the jade 
and stone vessels, we can throw some new light on the white clay vessels which 
have been considered to characterize the pottery of the Yin period. The white 
clay vessels which attracted attention because of perfect shape and of the same 
patterns decorating their surfaces as those of the bronze ritual vessels seem to 
be different from other white clay pottery and may be considered to be similar 
to ordinary pottery. We may make two observations to support this view. 
First, while clay pottery subsequently discovered were shaped like tau .R (hemi
spherical bowl raised on a high stem with spreading foot), p'ou (round jar), p'an 
H (wide shallow bowl), ch'ang-ching-hu :Et~~ (long-neck jar), lei (jar) and 
ting (cauldron), had the same sculptured patterns as the copper vessels. Second
ly, white clay vessels were modeled after copper counterparts as the white clay 
pottery lei, now in the possession of the Freer Gallery of Art, and is clearly an 
imitation of the ancient bronze lei. 

T~e next point is that, although it was surmised that wood was used as 
mother molds of cast copper containers, wooden containers deteriorated along 
with other wood-sculptured objects which are presumed to have existed since 
wood corrupts with the passage of time. And nothing whatever was known 
about them. However, all the tomb-chambers in the great tomb-groups at 

Hou-chia-chuang, as previously referred to, were found to be of wooden con
struction on a grand scale, and the remains in their lower parts could be 

recognized. Especially, in the tomb-chambers of Great Toms No. 1001, there 

were abundant amount of remains of wooden vessels and the counter-prints of 

yellow clay (the so-called mud-clay) which filled up the spaces occupied by the 

original wood-vessels as they deteriorated. These counter-prints actually attest 

to the tremendous popularity of sculptured wooden objects of the same shape 
as sculptured marble vessels with inlaid bone, tusk, clam, jade, etc., and of other 

sculptured wooden vessels of various sizes. Furthermore, it was from a counter

print on the mud-clay excavated from the said tomb that the original shape of 

Bone Vessels in the Yin Tombs of An-yang), Bulletin of the Institute of History and 
Philology, Academia Sinica, Extra Volume No. 4, (Studies Presented to Tung Tso-pin 
on His Sixty-fifth Birthday), Pt. 2, 1961, pp. 927-948. 
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the wooden container was confirmed. 
This wooden container was a tou (tall cup) restored to its original shape 

from the counter-print of one cylindric clod of clay arranged on a disk-shaped 
base. The restored tou had the same shape as the white-clay tou of the same 
dynasty, and like the white clay counterpart, it was decorated with the patterns 
of the glutton motive, rolling thunder, etc., and it was painted red. (6 l (Plate 
XII.) However, unlike the above-mentioned vessels of bone, tusk, jade and stone 
based on the ancient bronzes, this restored wooden vessel is identical with cast 
copper vessels. Wood was easier to sculpture by metal weapons than bone or 
tusk. Considering that the art of wood-carving was already remarkably de
veloped in the Yin Dynasty, and that the ancient bronze containers have ap
pearance similar to sculptured wood, we can infer that wooden sculpture was 
very well developed prior to the Yin period. And the restored tau seems to be 
an example of Yin wooden containers. 

Now, since all the various containers similar to the cast-copper ritual vessels 
seem to have been carved by sharp copper tools, it goes without saying that we 
should recognize the edged cast-copper tools were most highly developed. On 
edged bronze tools in China, a book entitled Y ileh-chileh-shu ~mMf records 
that, besides stone and jade vessels, there existed edged bronze tools, and, as 
actual examples of them, the book mentions the wu-yileh -~ (dancing ax) 
decorated with the same pattern as the above-mentioned copper containers, ko 
(halberd) wtih an inscription on the butt end, and the luan-tao jl7J (bronze 
dagger) with the pommel of cock-head shape. However, so far as the archae
ological study of the important copper tools was concerned, the copper tools, 
along with their stone vessels, were almost entirely ignored until the present 
century, owing to Chinese preference for objects with inscriptions, and also to 
their overvaluation of things of conspicuous shape. Consequently, the numer
ous cast-copper tools excavated from the Yin ruins and tomb-groups, along with 
the sharp~edged jade axes of an ancient style preserved in the Yin tomb-groups, 
concretely showed us for the first time the entire picture of the edged tools of 
the dynasty. At the same time they served to lead us to thinking about the 
long stages of their development. 

Now, as for cast-copper tools of the Yin Dynasty, they were remarkably 
variegated in shape, and their shapes were very well attuned to use. For in
stance, among the cast-copper axes, one of the important tools of the stone age, 
such variants of different shape as the fu 1f: (ax), chin R (hatchet), tsao ~ 
(chisel), and yileh ~ (ax) existed simultaneously, and a copper halberd was 
provided with a bag into which the whole handle could be sheathed. Among 
the different kinds of halberd, we note the presence of kou-ping-chih-ch'i 
1-;;J~Z~, a tool like the above-mentioned yueh (broad ax), with a handle 

( 6) Sueji Umehara, Yin-bo Hakken Mokki ln-ei Zu-roku ~£~Jt*~~P~liiil~ (Plates of 
the Counter-Prints of the Wooden Vessels Excavated from the Yin Tombs), Benrido: 
Kyoto, 1959. 
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rectangularly fixed to the halberd and the edge, whereas such sharp tools were 

still few among the copper tools in other ancient cultures.(7) And mao (spear), 
ko (dagger-ax) and yi.leh (broad ax), the inturned single-edged sword with a 
handle-head, etc., were not sharp but full-fledged weapons, according to the 
way these tools were laid out in the ancient tombs at Hsiao-t'un. <8) Among 
these ancient weapons, we notice the six rare and superb copper-halberds pre
served in the Great Tomb No. 1001 of Hou-chia-chuang. (Plate XIII, No. 1.) 
Some copper weapons were cast in bronze like common . cast-copper vessels, 

while some of them considered to have been used as ming-ch'i ~~ (funerary 
objects) for the reason that they are too thin for practical use were also cast in 
an alloy of copper, to which, instead of tin, lead and other elements were added. 
Still others were made of nickel, as in the case of copper vessels. It should be 
noted that nickel is a more suitable substance for sharp weapons, since it excels 
bronze in hardness, though inferior to it in elasticity. In this connection, we 
should take note of a solitary example of a slender and flat nickel tool formed 
like the Japanese Hiragana script he ""- and having sharpened edge on one 
side. (Plate XIII, No. 2.) This tool suggests that the above-mentioned weapons 
of jade, stone, bone, and tusk, and especially the patterns sculptured all over 

bone and tusk, were carved with this kind of weapon whose sharp edge was 
constantly resharpened as it got dull. We can surmise that the tools excavated 
from the Yin ruins and tombs represented the most advanced stage of cast
copper in terms of shape and substance used, although examples of copper tools 
preceding them are scarce. From the fact that they were already specialized 
tools and that many other specimens exist, it may be inferred that they far anti

date the development of bronze instruments. This view corresponds with the 
early development of carved wooden containers. 

Now, along with these numerous tools of practical use, also excavated 
from the Yin ruins and tomb-groups were such weapons as the ko (dagger-ax), 
the yueh (ax) and the mao (spear) of characteristical shape which were obviously 
not intended for practical use, with bird-beast patterns cast in relief all over 
the surfaces and with blue stones inlaid between the patterns, similar to the 
above-mentioned vessel with inlaid blue stones. And an ancient style ko 

(dagger-ax) with a butt of bird-beast shape was found in the Great Tomb 
No. 1001 of Hou-chia-chuang, on which scientific investigations were carried 
out. (Plate XI, Plate XIV, No. 3.) All these copper tools and the richly decorated 

copper ritual vessels are evidently of one and the same kind, as far as their 
patterns and technique are concerned. Moreover, there are not a few tools 

whose vital parts like yuan 1£ (blade), feng ~ (lance) and jen JJ. (edge) were 

( 7) Sueji Umehara, Shina Kodai no Do-Riki ni tsuite JtWr:I:if"tO)~fU~fi:zh, --C (On the 
Copper Weapons in An:>ient China), Toho Gakuho (Kyoto), Vol. 2, 1931, pp. 85-138. 

( 8) Shih Chang-ju, Hsiao-t'un-Yin-tai-ti-pin-ch'i ;Jq:t!,~f-t1¥J~~ (Yin Weapons in Sets as 
Excavated from Hsiao-t'un), Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology, 
Academia Sinica, Vol. 22, 1950, pp. 19-76. 
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separately made of jade. (Plate XIV, Nos. 4, 5, 6.) Some of these tools have 
t'ao-t'ieh-hui-lung (gluttonous serpent-dragon) pattern on their copper portion. 
These features demonstrate that they were treasured articles, and they have 
much in common with the copper ritual vessels, with which we are concerned. 

The observation that, among the copper tools of the Yin Dynasty, especially 
among those developed as weapons, quite a few were exceedingly conspicuous 
and richly decorated, exactly like the copper ritual vessels, underscores the 
view that the containers made of bone, tusk, jade, and stone, similar to those in 
the above-mentioned copper containers, were modeled after the advanced cop
per tools of the same dynasty. On the other hand, the engraved wooden vessel 
restored from the earthen counter-reprint indicates to us that containers and 
vessels made of wood, a material more suitable for modelling by means of 
copper tools, were used quite early in accordance with the technical development 
of general wood carving, although no original vessels have survived. 

As surveyed in the foregoing, the ancient bronze ritual containers in the 
latter half of the Yin Dynasty possessed forms which were exceedingly varie
gated, when compared with those on earthenware and pottery. All of them 
were sculpturesque and decorated with characteristic bird-beast patterns and 
the pan (two solid handles), chiao ~ (legs), chu-t'ou-shai (capital decoration), 
and kai }jr (cover), were also sculpturesque in form, sculpturesque appearance 
being a distinct characteristic of the ancient bronze ritual vessels. Since the 
wooden tou (tall cup) restored from the counter-print (Plate XII) exactly tallies 
with the copper tou of the Yin Dynasty, the origin of the shapes of the various 
ritual vessels may be traced to engraved wooden containers produced in earlier 
times for other purposes than rituals. Owing to the development of wood 
carving technique by the Yin times, wooden vessels had come to possess features 
which we now observe on the bronze ritual vessels. Considering extraordinary 
development in the technique of casting copper during the Yin Dynasty and 
also the abundant production of copper and tin, we may infer that the various 
containers originally produced in wood were probably employed as models for 
producing cast-copper vessels. In this way, we can suggest an interpretation on 
why the copper containers possessed superior characteristics, without any extant 
copper containers which might have preceded them, and why they show con
spicuous wood-sculptural quality. 

In this connection, it may be mentioned that since the resumption of the 
scientific excavations in China proper under the government of the People's 
Republic of China, we learned that the copper containers excavated from the 
ancient tomb at Erh-li,.kang =:JE.lu'r.[, Cheng-chou JHM, Ho-nan Province, were 
crudely worked and were of an apparently simpler pattern, and also that some 
vessels of a similar kind had been newly excavated from other regions. Con
sidering these features, some Japanese scholars lump copper vessels of thin skin 
and simpler patterns and argue, without seeing actual objects and basing their 
observation only upon photographs, that they were of the period which preceded 
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the age of the Yin ruins at An-yang, namely the middle era of the Yin Dynasty. 
And I am afraid that this view is gaining currency. However, some vessels as 
crudely worked as those excavated from the ancient tomb at Erh-li-kang were 
discovered from the ancient tombs of a later period from Hsiao-t'un area at 
An-yang. In addition to this, the shape and pattern of the vessels, as in many 
others of the same kind, evidently show that they were crude samples of the 
Yin copper vessels, and as for the quality of the copper, it contains much lead. 
For these reasons, the above view canont stand the test of evidence. <9 l 

IV 

As thoroughly surveyed above in the light of numerous relics of late Yin 
period, among the various kinds of bronze riutal containers in China, which 
followed sculptured wood containers as their direct predecessors, there are some 
vessels of unique shape being decorated with the bird-beast patterns. Further
more, the shapes of the more important containers are exceedingly different 
from those of earthenware and potteries are considerably variegated. Yet they 
are all provided with circular legs, and some vessels have additional mouth
pieces, cross-bars and handles. These vessels are distinct in themselves and 
have already fixed features. Furthermore, the surfaces of these vessels are uni
formly decorated with the bird-beast patterns. The objects of the bird-beast 
patterns are many, including cicada, fish and reptile.s. The t'ao-t'ieh (glutton 
motive) pattern chiefly sketches owls, barn-owls and animals. The k'uei-lung 
(serpent-dragon) pattern comes with a beast head and a dragon body, the k'uei
feng (ghostly phoenix) pattern gives profiles of animal heads and monster birds, 
and some k'uei-lung patterns sketch the same profiles as the k'uei-f,eng pattern. 
The chih (goblet) covered by a skillful combinations of two, three, or four of 
these patterns methodically arranged on its surface, and with a cover completely 
decorated with an owl pattern does not differ from the owl-shape wine-vessel. 
In ssu-kua.ng (horn cup) and ho (kettle), as already mentioned, are covered with 
the conspicuous beast- and owl-shaped decorations, to which the shapes of the 
vessels conform, and some other patterns are carved in the spaces between the 
dominant patterns. The bird-beast patterns are sketched not only on vessel
covers, legs, circular legs, but also on handles, spouts, and capital decorations, 
and the respective shapes of these parts are exceedingly sculptural. And the 
gigantic and excellent cast vessels preserved in the great tomb-groups of Hou~ 

( 9) Survey of Archaeology, Department of Culture, Ho-nan Province, Comp., ~i¥.iJ'.(1tJm 
J'.(1i't!J:Cfp~ffl~, Cheng-chou Erh-li-kang l~1'M-=!!.im (Erh-li-kang in Cheng-chou), 
Chung-kuo-t'ien-yeh-k'ao-ku-pao-kao-chi J:PfflEB!.f;lifj!jf~1!rffi (Reports of the Chinese 
Field Archaeology), Archaeological Monograph D Series, No. 7, 1959. 
Sueji Umehara, Yin-chuki to sarete iru Teishu Shutsudo Ko-d6ki no Seishitsu ~i:p;!tJ! 
t 6 tl, t ~, 0 #,t~1'M l±l±tiffl~OY[1:Jt (On the Characteristic Features of the Ancient 
Bronze Vessels Unearthed in Cheng-chou and Held to Have Been Made during the 
Middle Period of the Yin Dynasty), Shigaku, Vol. 33, No. 2, 1961, pp. 1-24. 
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chia-chuang very well embody the characteris_tics of Yin ritual vessels. (Plate I.) 

It is of course evident that these numerous and manifold copper containers 

of the latter half of the Yin Dynasty have the distinct common quality of sculp

turesqueness of expression of the bird-beast patterns richly decorating all the 

surfaces, and it is also clear that they are containers entirely beyond everyday 

use. We may recall at this point that these cast-copper containers which at

tracted attention since the Sung Dynasty were classified as the ritual instruments 

of the Chou times, along with several kinds of bells such as cheng (bell of oval 

section and wide mouth), chung (ritual bell of oval section with 36 bosses or 

nipples on its surface), and to (hand-bell with clapper), and that their vessel 

names were listed in Chou records. Also we may note that a number of the 

copper vessels cast during the most prosperous days of the dynasty possessed 

signs suggesting the nature of the vessels. These points clearly tell us that these 

copper vessels were special ritual vessels. A study of the ancient ritual vessels 

of the latter half of the Yin Dynasty tells us that the origin of ceremonies in 

China went back to very early times, that the ritual vessels were originally made 

of wood, and that, as ceremonies came to be more and more popular, wooden 

vessels came to possess characteristics of sculptural wood. Further, along with 

the extraordinary development in the technique of copper casting, the wooden 

ritual vessels came to be cast in copper. The total absence of earlier examples 

of copper ritual vessels supports the above observation. A word may be added 

in this connection. The presence, among the bronze tools of the same age, of 

some which were beyond practical use, like the above-mentioned bronze ritual 

vessels, and also the existence of some bone, tusk, jade and stone objects modeled 

after the above-mentioned ritual vessels endores the widespread prevalence of 

special ceremonies during the dynasty. 

These numerous ritual vessels for special ceremonies in the latter half 

of the Yin Dynasty were not only of different sizes and different workman· 

ship, but also of different copper qualities, and 

some cubic vessels of the bird-beast patterns and 

the gigantic vessels preserved in the great Yin

tomb-groups at Hou-chia-chuang possess these 

characteristics. This proves nothing but the 

prevalence of the ceremonies and popularity 

they enjoyed during the Yin Dynasty. What 

we can say anew in connection with the cere

monies themselves is that the excavation ope

rations in the same great tomb-groups unearthed 

many marble sculptures of various kind (Plate 

X.), traces of large and small sculptured wooden 

objects, and numerous small jade sculptures of 

the same shape as marble pieces, all of which 

showed resemblance in shape to the bird-beast 

Plate XV. An Example of 
Oracle Inscriptions on Tor
toiseshell and Bone Ex-
cavated at Hsiao-t'un. 
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patterns of the ritual btonzes, and were richly decorated with the same 

designs. Forms similar to those of the above-mentioned sculptured pieces 

are also found in the oracular inscriptions on tortoiseshells and bones. 

(Plate XV.) These forms seem to have symbolized god of nature. It seems 

that this resemblance suggests that the k'uei-lung pattern (especially con

spicuous among ritual vessel patterns), provided with a beast-head and a 

serpent body, was the origin of the dragon which even today is the symbol 

of Chinese culture, and also it may be considered, the resemblance gives 

us some clues as to the nature of the special ceremonies. 

V 

The various ritual vessels of the known date within the latter half of the 

Yin Dynasty had already established all their characteristics. As for the origin 

of these vessels, the ancient Chinese used wooden vessels rather than earthenware 

or pottery vessels; the wooden vessels came to be cast in copper as a result of the 

remarkable development of the technique of copper casting. In connection 

with these observations, the conditions of the numerous vessels employed for 

Chou ceremonies for nearly a thousand years thereafter should be examined. 

As to the nature of innumerable ritual vessels cast during the period of 

nearly a thousand years of the Chou Dynasty, as it is well known, a large number 

of the Chou ceremonial vessels were definitely marked by the inscription, pao

tsun-i -~~ (treasured ritual vessels), and some vessels possessed long inscrip

tions describing their respective character. For this reason, since the Sung 

Dynasty, the Ch~u ceremonial vessels had been the main objects of epigraphic 

study, and the ages of the vessels were investigated until during the last period 

of the Ch'ing Dynasty, their ages were determined. The results were published 

in a number of writings; especially, Kuo Mo-jo !J!3w;;e=, Liang-Chou chin-wen

tz'u tai-hsi mm.!¾Jtffi¥=::k* (An Outline of Metal Inscriptions in Western and 

Eastern Cho{i Dynasties), in which he listed well-known important inscriptions 

in chronological order, and commented on each of them, and Jung Keng ?i;~, 

Shang-Chou i-ch'i t'ung-kao F&ml~~im~ (A General Survey of the Ritual Ves

sels of the Shang and Chou Dynasties), which published the photographs of 

inscribed vessels. 
In his article entitled Hsi-Chou t'ung-ch'i tuan-taiWmlffl~ffi1i;,< 10 ) Ch'en 

Meng-chia ~~* discussed vessels whose inscriptions showed they were of the 

Western Chou Dynasty. Among the vessels of the early Western Chou, that 

he dealt with, there were some which seemed to have been dsigned for practical 

use, as in the case of vessels excavated since the last century in Shan-hsi Province\ 

and in terms of vessel decoration, there were vessels that had belt-like decora-

(10) Ch'en Meng-chia, Hsi-Chou-t'ung-ch'i-tuan-tai ifflmlffl$1lft (A Chronological Study 

of Western Chou Bronzes), K'ao-ku-hsueh-pao ~~~~ (The Chinese Journal of 

Archaeology), No. 11, 1955-1956. 
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tions on portions of the vessel surface - the same decorative pattern had already 
appeared on vessels of the Yin Dynasty. These early Western Chou vessels 
already attained established forms. They possessed solemn appearance of nickel 
and did not differ too much from Yin vessels in terms of decoration and casting 
method. 

Likewise, similarity to Yin vessels is seen in the yu, tsun, chileh, chiao, ku 
and chih arranged on the pien-chin (sacrificial table) excavated in this century 

from old tombs in Pao-chi District -~~' Shan-hsi Province, (Plate XVI, 
top),< 11> and in the kuei, yu, ssu-kuang and others placed on the other base. 
(Plate XVI, bottom) <12> Other vessels than these mentioned above were also of 
exactly the same shape as the Yin predecessors; only their patterns were some
what similar and most of them were not inscribed. Further, we might mention 
the following items whose inscriptions clearly indicated that they corresponded 
to the Yin predecessors of the same kind, the pair of the rectangular ritual vessels 
of the gluttonous serpent-dragon pattern, reported to have been newly excavated 
in the present century from Lo-yang*~~' Ho-nan Province, (now in the pos
session of the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington) (Plate XVII, No. 2.), the 
rectangular nickel tsun (wine-vessel) of the gluttonous serpent-dragon pattern 
(now in the possession of the Tai-pei Ku-kung Po-wu-yiian iE::l~i!tcstf4m~ 
(Taipei Former Palace Museum)), several ho (spice-containers), and the pair of 
kuei (deep circular vessels) excavated from an unknown place, but provided 
with a sacrificial head, a lengthy inscription and a base of the rectangular and 
slanting whorl pattern, (originally provided wtih a cover) (now in the possession 
of the Late David Weill Collection, Paris) (Plate XVII, No. 1.), and Duke Chou's 
ml&- kuei of elephant pattern provided with four handles (in the possession of 
the Late Eumorfopoulos Collection, London) (Plate XVII, No. 3.). Every one 
of these was a cast object of solemn bearing, differing not too greatly from its 
predecessor of the latter half of the Yin Dynasty. In the case of San-shih-p'an 
me.a:~ (wide shallow bowl) with the serpent-dragon whorl pattern (Plate XVII, 
No. 4.) in the possession of the Former Palace Museum, the beast pattern used 
as a design seems rather conspicuous. Examining the ancient bronzes among 
the abundant relics of the earlier period of the Western Chou Dynasty in the 
ancient tomb-groups at Hsin-ts'un, Chiin-hsien it~, Ho-nan Province, ex
cavated and investigated in parallel with the Yin ruins, <13> we find that, though 

(11) Sueji Umehara, Henkin no Kokogaku-teki Kosatsu ;jfz~O)~~~a,j~~ (Etude Ar
cheologique sur le Pien-chin, ou serie de Bronzes avec une Table pour l'usage 
rituel dans la Chine antique), Toho Bunka Gakuin Kyoto Kenkyujo Kenkyu-hokoku 
JFI75:X:{~~~~:Ml3tiff~pfrtiff~¥1H~- (Memoirs of the Kyoto Institute of the Toho Bunka 
Gakuin), Vol. 2, 1933. 

(12) Sueji Umehara, Sensei-sho Hokei-ken Shutsudo Daini Henkin ~ifflAl:flf~~fH±ffi.=.Q 
~ (Pien-chin No. 2 Excavated from Pao-chi District, Shan-hsi Province), Toho-gaku 
Kiyo JFI:15~i%c~, Vol. 1, 1959. 

(13) Chun-hsien-hsin-ts'un ~~$IT (Hsin-ts'un in Chiin District), Chung-kuo-t'en-yeh
k'ao-ku-pao-kao-chi, Archaeological Monograph B Series, No. 13, 1964. 
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they were crudely made, they considerably differ in vessel shape from those of 
the Yin Dynasty; further, we notice that the bird-beast patterns were used as 
designs, and that the sculpturesque expression was also lacking. 

In spite of the common idea that the Chou rituals superseded those of the 
Yin, the ritual vessels of the early Chou period were hardly distinguishable 
from those of the latter half of the Yin Dynasty. But the various vessels men
tioned in the Hsi-Chou t'ung-ch'i tuan-tai (A Chronological Study of the Western 
Chou Bronzes), and the ancient bronzes among the relics discovered from the 
ancient tomb-groups in Ho-nan, Shan-hsi, and Chiang-su 1I• Provinces which 
were excavated after 1950 demonstrated changes in the principal vessel shapes 
along with the passage of time. Especially, it should be noticed that they showed 
a greater degree of patternization than the vessels referred to in the preceding 
paragraph. 

Examining the above vessels for their shape, we notice that the ting (caul
dron), the most important vessel originally manifested quite various forms. 
But the rather shallow ting with a spherical body and three long legs - i.e. the 
famous Mao-kung-ting ~0WJ (Plate XVIII, No. 1.) is an excellent example -
became the leading shape and the vessels of other shapes gradually disappeared. 
At the same time, ting formed like the original pottery li (cauldron), provided 
with the mouth edges opening outside with no metal ears, became the new 
leading shape. Among jars, those of respectively definite shapes, such as lei 
(jar), p'ou (jug), and chih (goblet) began to disappear, and the jars with the 
large lower half formed in rectangular and circular shape, with two bird-beast 
pattern ears (Plate XVIII, No. 3.) for hanging rings on both sides of the shoulder 
became common. Some of them had cup-like metal covers on the mouth and 
others had the extremely slender body and the cover provided with a circular 
cup-form knob. As for the tsun in a narrower sense, vessels in the shape of a 
jar showing a knob with the well-formed mouth open and possessing the belt
pattern on the outside were more common than cylindrical ones. And as for 
the yu that had assumed various shapes, oval shape with slight swelling in the 
lower part with a handle-beam stretched across the lengthy body became the 
fixed form of this period. 

All the kuei had two handles and wide mouth and were provided with 
large cylindrical legs and cup-like covers which formed the large knobs; some 
hsu 'f!I. with especially large rectangular bases were open-worked (Plate XVIII, 
No. 4.), while others were similarly crafted, but rectangular in shape, and those 
hsu provided with covers in form similar to the marble chopping-boards in the 
Yin Dynasty were newly discovered. (Plate XVIII, Nos. 4, 5.). Such vessels as 
chia} chueh} chiao} ku} and ssu-kuang} which characterized the bronze containers 
of the Yin Dynasty and also the hsi-tsun ffl1' (ritual wine-vessel) and the ch'in
hsiao-tsun 1Ui1' (owl-pattern beaker) disappeared. On the other hand, a 
vessel called i [m (low ewer) with legs and a spout similar to that of the old 
ssu-kuang emerged. (Plate XVIII, No. 6.) And the bell as a musical instrument 
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corresponds in shape to the elaborate description in the K'ao-kung-chi ~=r.ic. 
(Record of Technology) of the Chou-li m!iitl (Rites of the Chou). 

As for the patterns of these vessels, the tendency in the earlier part of the 
Chou Dynasty to simplify the traditional patterns was further followed. The 
sculptural bird-beast patterns which had formerly adorned entire vessels dis
appeared and a new trend to decorate part of the vessels with the above
mentioned belt-pattern emerged. And the patterns employed in the belt form 
chiefly included the serpent-dragon and the whorl-like beast-patterns which 
were the simplified design of the traditional bird-beast pattern; the serpent 
and the serpent dragon combined to form the letter Z; and the ch'ieh-ch'u ~ffi! 
(stealthy curve) pattern which was a simplified beast-head pattern, tongue pat
tern and scale pattern arranged above and below the wavy dividing line. And 
all of these patterns were produced two-dimensionally. (Plate XVIII, Patterns 
of various vessels.) At the same time, in addition to the above-mentioned belt 
patterns, there are quite a few vessels with horizontal stripes engraved on the 
belts. This seems to suggest a relationship with the pattern left on earthenware 
resulting from the process of coiling. 

That the ancient bronzes in China possessed the above-mentioned common 
qualities in the mid-Chou period was definitely demonstrated when grand-scale 
excavations in connection with construction works were carried out for the 
flood control of the Yellow River in Shang-ts'un-ling J:tHl area, San-men-hsia 
.=::.f ~~' Ho-nan Province. The ancient· bronzes excavated from the ancient 
tomb-groups identified as the graveyard of Kuo q_de State of the Middle Chou 
Dynasty gave us an evidence. <14) 

Therefore, the above-mentioned ancient ritual bronzes of the mid-Chou 
period were handed down from the Western Chou Dynasty which had no doubt 
inherited them from the Yin Dynasty. They must surely convey the actual 
state of the ritual bronzes of the mid-Chou period. However, the ritual bronzes 
of the •Middle Chou Dynasty clearly possessed fewer varieties of shapes than 
those recorded in the accounts of ancient rituals. Such characteristic vessels 
as the chiao, chueh, chia, chih, ku, and ssu-kuang were missing; and even among 
the other important vessel shapes, they were designed for greater functionality. 
Especially, as far as the patterns were concerned, they are evidently more 
formalized than those of the Yin Dynasty. And it should be noted that the 
inscriptions of more important inscribed vessels indicate that they were the 
reproductions of the work by some master artists, and that the inscribed vessels 
were considerably different from the vessels for rituals. 

As for the copper ritual vessels of the period of the Warring States, most 
epigraphies have been recognized, on the basis of studies of inscribed vessels 
made in several warring states, including bells and other items, as reproductions 

(14) Shang-ts'un-ling-Kuo-kuo-mu-ti J::tlW:qj~Jf±-fu (The Cemetery of the State of Kuo at 
Shang:ts'un-ling), Chung-kuo-t'ien-yeh-k' ao-ku-pao-kao-cf,,i, Archaeological Monograph 
D Series, No. 10, 1959. 
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of the vessels of the mid-Chou Dynasty. And a general survey shows that there 
were not many which lacked inscriptions. Our understanding of the ancient 
bronze containers of the Warring States period began with the excavations, 
during the 1920's, of numerous bronzes from an old tomb in Li-yii-ts'un *llrMt, 
Shan-hsi !ll5 Province. This was followed by the discovery of a group of 
especially prominent relics including the Ma-shih-pien-chung J.11:r:ti• (Ma's 
Bell Set) excavated at the ancient tomb-groups of the Han ~ family in Chin
ts'un 1ltH, Lo-yang, Ho-nan Province, and the ancient bronze containers found 
in An-hui ~t,1& Province and elsewhere in the south occupied by Ch'u ~' were 
exactly similar to all other relics of the same period. These finds, along with 
other vessels recorded elsewhere, give us excellent information on the bronze 
containers of the Warring States period. (15)' 

Among the ancient bronze containers of the Warring States period, when 
independent states were fighting one another everywhere in China proper, there 
were, some vessels that inherited the shapes of the ox pattern and ancient owl 
pattern tsun and a few long-necked bowls with covers, adorned with serpent
dragons and other three-dimensional decorations. (Plate XIX, No. l.) But al
most all of the containers of the Warring States period were of far more practical 
shape than the above-mentioned vessels of the mid-Chou period. Including 
bowls, all of them were cast thinly and skilfully. Further, there were new vessel 
shapes, such as the large chien & (deep basin), ho 11;. (vessel wiht a cover), lien 
if (cylindrical covered vessel), fang filj (four-sided ewer), tau (cup provided with 
a cover and a tall stand), pei tf (cup), and chih ~ (low cup). These vessels are· 
conspicuously similar in shape to lacquer ware and other practical vessels 
abundantly produced during the same period. Given this similarity and the 
shapes of various other vessels, it seems that the Warring States bronze vessels 
were less similar to the ancient bronzes for rituals and music than to thinly cast· 
copper vessels which earlier scholars in China called fu-yu-chih-ch'i mHtaz~ 
(vessels for dressing and driving) of the Han Dynasty - namely, copper vessels 
for practical use. 

In this connection, it may be mentioned that even such vessels as the tsun 
(beaker) and the yu (jar) which inherited the shape of the ritual vessels were 
formed like the thin and well-developed jar named chung (beaker) of the Han 
Dynasty. In the case of yu) a chain handle-beam was newly provided; along 
with jars of the same chain handle-beam, the yu jars in the form of a gourd and 
with a bird-shaped head were quite conspicuous. The ho resembled gray pot
tery of the same dynasty in that it had a bird-shaped spout and was provided 
with a handle-beam. The particular ho we are concerned with (Plate XIX, 
No. 6.) still preserved a note of antiquity in its handle-beam with a thinly carved 
serpent-dragon pattern, its bird-shaped spout and its legs. But the newness of 

(15) Sueji Umehara, Sengoku-shiki Doki no Kenkyu ~~:i:.tffl~<7J1vfJ'c (Etude des Bronzes 
des Royaumes Combattants), Toho Bunka Gakuin Kyoto Kenkyujo Kenkyu-hokoku, 
Vol. 7, 1936. 
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the shape and the existence of large and small objects of this kind fully demon
strate the excellence in the technique of vessel decoration and in the art of 
casting of the time. (Plate XIX, No. 6.) 

Furthermore, the principal patterns which decorated these Warring States 
vessels were still the bird-beast patterns. Yet they had something quite different 
from those of the Middle Chou Dynasty. In the Warring States vessels, the 
main varieties of the bird-beast patterns were the p'an-ch'ih Gm!tJ (crouched
dragon) pattern, and the strange feathered-beast pattern. Also, rather than a 
single serpent-dragon pattern, these vessels had a new decorative method of 
repeating a given variety of the hui-lung (serpent-dragon) pattern. (Plate XIX, 
No. 2.) As for the shapes of the handles, knobs, legs, handle-beams, and spouts 
on the vessels and covers, there were some which retained the traditional shapes,. 
and others which were decorated with the open-worked sculptures of the p'an
ch'ih pattern, but most of them were of the graphic bird-beast shape, and the 
graphic quality was conspicuous in the three-dimensional decoration of the 
bird-beast pattern on vessel covers. Also, new among the patterns was a geo
metrical belt pattern. Of the vessels decorated with a combination of patterns 
done in convex and concave lines, not a few of the concave portions were gorge
ously inlaid. The chief item used in inlaying was a lead-like metal with which 
the whole surface was made level to produce the so-called shadow picture effect. 
Other items were gold, silver, and precious stones. Among other vessels of a 
single pattern inlaid with other materials, numerous subjects were portrayed, 
including the bird-beast patterns confronting each other, their front views, the 
standing figures of a winged mystery man, horses and vihicles, hunting, dancing, 
bull-fighting, fighting, sailing, etc. Furthermore, it should be noted that some 
vessels carried, besides all these subjects, the pictures of trees, houses, etc., which 
concretely depicted everyday life in that dynasty. Some of these picturesque 
works included those plated with gold and silver. Among these vessels was the 
vessel of extremely delicate workmanship discovered from the ancient tomb
groups at Chin-ts'un, near Lo-yang. On this vessel, completely patternized 
serpent-dragon and the beast face were inlaid with jades and glasses. The fact 
that a large number of bronze or nickel personal effects equally elaborately 
worked, such as tai-kou 1\t~ (belt hooks), the so-called shu-chen tUJ (book
weight) of beast-shape, and decorations on horses and carriages, have been ex
cavated from the same tomb-groups at Chin-ts'un shows a new characteristic 
of the vessel decorations in this period. In this connection, it should be recalled 
that a variety of the hui-lung pattern carved in relief and excellent decorative 
pieces plated with gold and silver or inlaid with jades were found among the 
rear-side decorations of the numerous nickel mirrors first discovered in the early 
1920's, and among the vessels decorated with the combination of a ground pat
tern and other patterns - especially picturesque bird and the hui-lung pattern 
done in the manner of shadow picture. (Plate XIX.) N 

We have previously given some examples of bronzes and other containers 
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with their patterns inlaid with jades or plated with silver and gold. This was 
practised as early as the latter half of the Yin Dynasty. However, among the 
numerous relics dating from early Chou and thereafter, actual examples are 
lacking. So far as inlaying of a lead-like metal and plating with gold or silver 
are concerned, absolutely nothing has been found. Along with the technique 
of filigree, the technique of inlaying and plating was developed in the Ancient 
Orient and was transmitted to China, and the transmission of these techniques 
via the northern Eurasian Continent has been confirmed by the successive in
vestigations on Scythian culture by Soviet scholars, who have conducted scientific 
excavations of the various ruins from the area to the north of T'ien-shan .::Rrlr 
to the area of Lake Baikal since the late nineteenth century, and also in Mon
golia since the 1920's. In this connection, it may be recalled that during the 
Warring States period, silver containers became more prominent, that in some 
of them gold was used simultaneously, and that among old bronze containers 
some were gold-plated. 

While the various vessels of the Middle Chou Dynasty were limited in the 
variety of vessel shapes, the old bronze ritual vessels of the Warring States 
period approached the more practical shapes such as seen among earthenwares, 
and added some new practical vessel shapes. As for vessel decorations, con
spicuous were the traditional bird-beast patterns used entirely as ground-pat
terns, and the serpent-dragon pattern transformed into a decorative pattern. 
Simultaneously, picturesque patterns and designs began to appear. In addition 
to all these, there were a large number of inlaid articles including some excellent 
pieces produced by the above-mentioned technique imported from abroad. All 
these points certainly characterized the vessels of the period. 

As for the copper ritual vessels of the long Chou Dynasty which lasted for 
almost a thousand years as stated above, at the earliest period they almost fully 
embodied the features of the vessels of the Yin Dynasty. In other words, they 
were the same as Yin vessels. Along with the passage of time, vessels with 
lengthy inscriptions came into being. Also the peculiar shapes of the earlier 
vessels began to disappear, although the function of individual vessel was still 
recognizable. The vessels of the principal shapes, such as ting (cauldron), hu 
(jar), and kuei (deep circular vessel), all came to assume somewhat rounded 
shapes. As for decorative patterns, some vessels had them arranged in a belt 
form and this method served to encourage the tendency for their patternization. 
In the mid-Chou period these features became the common characteristics of 
the ritual vessels and their inscriptions definitely declared that they are rare 
treasures possessed by powerful men of the Chou Dynasty. When compared 
with all these, the various copper vessels in the latter half of the Chou Dynasty, 
- namely, the Warring States period, - show us that, though some of the bells 
as musical instruments still retained the aspects of the Middle Chou Dynasty, 
a new set of bells (pien-chung *iii) mentioned in the foregoing, possessed a 
remarkable similarity in vessel sh.ape to the other containers of practical use 
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and also exhibited in their excellent vessel decoration the characteristics of the 
age. This should be regarded as a case of deviation from the proper field of 
ritual vessels. In view of their similarity to the cast-copper containers of prac
tical use of the following Han Dynasty, it may be considered that the ritual 
bronzes, the unique ritual objects in China, after a long passage of time, and 
attendant upon a great transitional period, began to change, the change indicat-
ing a decline in the traditional ceremonies. -





Plate I. Ancient Bronze Vessels Excavated from the Great Tomb 
(No. 1001) at Hou-chia-chuang 

1. 11z1n®~~~~~)J~ (~ ~z- ) 
Rectangular kettle-shaped ewer, ho, decorated 
with animal head and serpent-dragon pattern. 
(One of the three ho .) 

2. -1'.f~~JHS)(~~~ (JJ~z.- ) 
Beaker-shaped vessel with cover, tsun, decorat
ed with animal head and k'uei-dragon pattern . 
(One of the two tsun.) 

3. ffl i.§~~*&{f[ 
Round body jar with cover, p'ou , decorated 
with animal head pattern. 

4. iB8~~JH&:k~ 
Large round tripod vessel, chia , with animal-
shaped handle and capped columns, decorated 
with animal head pattern. 

s. 1rn~~*&*~ 
Large beaker-shaped vessel, tsun , decorated 
with animal head pattern. 

6. ~§f-ff"Mi.lN&:15ffl 
Large quadrangular jar with ring-handle, lei, 
decorated with animal head and k'uei-dragon 
pattern. 

Numbers 1, 3, 4 and 5 are deposited in the Nezu Museum of A rt, 2 in the Fujii Yurin-kan 
Museum, and 6 in the possession of the Wada Family, Kobe. 



Plate II. Bronze Ting Excavated from Yin Tombs 

1. 't:?f 1/!ttfsXJ:?Jr'tf 
Hollow-legged cauldron, ting, decorated with 

monster pattern. 

2. mg r'.!~'1fJU)IJr'tf 
Cauldron, ting, decorated with serpent-dragon 
and animal head pattern. 

3. ~~~~~f0(jjElft 
Cauldron, ting, decorated with k'uei-dragon 

and animal head pattern . 

4. 1*~J!f~~oo g:g~tt::k~ t±.1±n%im:ir~ 
Rectangular cauldron, ting, decorated with 

deer head pattern , excavated from the great 

tomb No. 1004 at Hou-chia-chuang. 

5. J.1%Htllfl!jjElft (B :$:rii#tfWHt~) 
Round ting with knife-shaped legs . (Deposited 

in the Fujii Yurin-kan Museum, Japan .) 

6. ~JiJW1/8J'i'ii;\'&ffl/-
Ting with k'uei-phoenix legs, decorated with 

coiled thunder and cicada pattern. 



Plate III. Chiao , Chueh , Chia, and Ku Excavated from Yin Tombs 

1. ~~~~1mi~ '1 
Tripod vessel , chiao, with cover, decorated 
with animal h ead a nd whorl pattern. 

2. ~ §f~]H1 ftJ 
Tripod vessel, chiao, with handle, decorated 
with animal head pattern. 
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3. ~HH1:15'1 
Four-legged rectangular chiao decorated with 
animal head pattern. 

4. lfl :~IHxfi 
Tripod vessel, chueh, with spout, h andle, and 
animal-shaped cover, decorated with animal 
head pattern . 

s. ffi~~~JfJ!U&:15s:i: 
Four-legged rectangular chia with animal -
shaped h andle and capped columns, decorated 
with an imal h ead and k'uei-phoenix patte rn . 

6 . ~lH~t&1llJI 
Slender beaker, ku , decorated with an imal 
head and cicada pattern. 



Plate IV. Various Examples of Yu Excavated from Yin Tombs 

1. WJHf fflU& §1 
Round jar, yu, with cover and swing-handle, 
decorated with an imal head and k'uei-dragon 
pattern. 

2. ~~~JIU:t15 §1 
Rectangular jar, yu, decorated with animal 
head and k'uei-phoenix pattern. 

3 . j;"ffl~~~m! ff~*&:15 §i 
R ectangular jar, yu, with bird-shaped knob on 
the top of cover, decorated with animal h ead 

and k'uei-d ragon pattern. 

4 . m!!ffM~'!f.~*&§1 
Round jar, yu, decorated with serpent-dragon 
and owl pattern. 

5. ~~~,i§i 
Owl-shaped jar, yu , with cover and swing
hanclle . 

6 . iN&~j;"%*&fel1L1' 
Round-edged rectangular jar, tsun , with ani-

mal p attern cover and bird pattern body. 



Plate V. Various Examples of Ssi,-kuang Excavated from Yin Tombs 

] . i¥:~-~9Bf!!Yt 
Gravy-boat shaped vessel, ssu-kuang, decorated 
with monster and bird pattern. 

2. ,~~~'®~if&9Bf!!Yt 
Gravy-boat shaped ssit-kuang with monster and 
ow I pattern decoration. 

3. ~]t~t&9Bf!!Yt 
Gravy-boat shaped ssu-kuang with animal head 
and elephant pattern decoration. 

4. 't:?f ~•t&9Bf!!Yt 
Gravy-boat shaped ssu-kuang with monster and 
bird pattern decoration. 

s. ll,f~®!~r&15~9Bfill1t 
Quadrangular gravy-boat shaped ssu-kuang with 
animal head and serpent-dragon pattern de
coration. 

G. mglfU&~Jml:Jf~9BJf!ll; 
Tripoclic gravy-boat shaped ssu-kuang with ser
pent-dragon pattern decoration. 



Plate VI. Two Examples of Ssu-kuang 

1. .%92~ 
Bird -sh aped vessel , ssu-kuang. (Deposited in the Freer Gall ery of Art. ) 

2. ffUHJLm~ 
\ ,V in e jar, )IU , with deer-s haped handl e and baby-tigress shaped body. 



Plate VII. Tsun , Chih, Hu , L ei, and Fang-i Excavated from Yin Tombs 

1. lltt~~- ff~t6c~J 
Beaker-shaped vessel, tsun, with animal head 
and k'uei-dragon pattern decoration . 

2. IK@i¥J~-1H6ot 
Beaker-shaped tsun with animal face pattern 
decoration. 

3. !~§:ijt9:f.f~~~ 
Capped goblet , chih , with owl patte rn decora
tion. 

4 . ~~•w~t.)Cw 
Vase, hu , with animal head and k'uei -dragon 
pattern decoration. 

s. SttW~•r~~:15tl 
Large rectangular jar with cover, fang-lei with 
animal h ead and k'uei-dragon pattern decora
tion . 

6 . ~~m:gffUY:15~ 
Quadrangular casket-shaped vessel , fang-i, with 
animal h ead and serpent-dragon pattern de
coration. 



Plate VIII. Various Types of Vessels Excavated from Yin Tombs 

1. mg j',f~-~~01:Ji!t 
Wide shallow bowl , P' an, with serpent-dragon 

and bird-beast pattern decoration. 

2. 7J~>f'§Hx.~L% 
Deep circular basin, yii, with nipples, lozenge 

and thunder pattern decoration. 

3 . iJ!J,il,~.fi'i ~&11 
Deep circular vessel with handles , kuei , with 

animal h ead, k'uei-phoenix and thunder pat 

tern decoration . 

4. 1f~il!J.lf&7J~±l 
Deep circular vessel with handles and square 

base , kuei, with animal h ead and h'uei-phoenix 

pattern decoration. 

5. 11~~-ij~ 
Owl-shaped tsun. 

G. ~fr:!)\_ rnfJfmg j',f~~«~ 
Kettl e-s haped ewer , ho , with horned-faced lid 

and serpc11t-c.lragon pattern decora tion . 



Plate IX. Baby-Tigress Shaped Jar, Yu, with Deer-Shaped Handle on Lid. 
(Kept in the Sumitomo Museum of Archaeology.) 

Plate X. Two Examples of Marble Sculpture Excavated from the Great Tomb 
(No. 1001) at Hou-chia-chuang 



Plate XI. Marble and Ivory Vessels Excavated from Yin Ruins at An-yang 

1. ~1/li\NUx::klJ::fili 
Deep circular vessel , kuei, of marble, with 

whorl and perpendicular pattern decoration . 

2. l#;ofiB"J~lHo:::k:EJ::fi::15~ 
Rectangular casket-shaped vessel , fang-i, of 
marble, with animal face pattern decoration. 

3. ~~~*)Z~:;;f-?g~ 
Ivo ry vessel with animal h ead and cicada pat -

tern decoration . 
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4. f*~J!Hij- 00- ~::k~ /±\ ±¥~*)ZM%~ ::f §'.i 
Cylindrical ivory yu with animal head pattern 

decoration , excavated from the great tomb 

(No . 1001) at Hou-chia-chuang. 

5. f*~ltt~-00-=-~::k~/±\±Wz::fi~:;f§'.i 
Ivory )'U with embedded ston es, excava ted at 
the Great Tomb (No . 1003) at Hou -chia

chuang . 



Plate XII. Restored Wooden Tou Excavated from the Great Tomb 
( Jo. 1001) at Hou-chia-chuang. 
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Plate XIII. 

1. i~~JE:*JHB ±.fflf!J~ 2. B~1iil~iffi~ 
Copper tool excavated from a great tomb at Tool with white copper tip. 
Hou -chia-chuang. 



Plate XIV. Examples of Yin Copper Tools 

1. Jl):g~U~~ 
Ax, yileh , with serpent-dragon patte rn decora 
tion . 

2. Jl):g1:f~*&~ 
Ax with serpent-dragon pattern decoration. 

3. m:g m~ wtE tixt ffl x 
Ancient copper dagger-ax with embedded stones and serpent-dragon pattern decoration . 

4. £JJ ~!&UY~ 
Jade-bladed ax with animal h ead pattern decoration. 

5. £:Ji~~*~~:rt:Jt 
Ancient jade-bladed dagger -ax with animal h ead pattern 
decoration. 

6. £~~H:?P:IH~ i:!x ii :;f/ 
Jade- tipped spear with embedded 
stones and monster pattern decora
tion. 



Plate XVI. Pien-Chin Excavated from Pao-chi District, Shan-hsi Province 

I. *~-tJ-t$t±l±~-tz.~ 
Pien-chin No. I excavated in 1901. 

2. i=f::! ¥.tt~WJJ!t±l±~=t~~O)~ : [S~srL WH&il 
An article in th e second pien-chin excavated in the early Republican period: 
Deep circular vessel, kuei, with four handles , numerous nipples, and perpendi

cular pattern decoration. 

3. J®w~~&9fljfp\;Bz.:15~ 
Gravy-boat shaped vessel with square base, 
ssi't-kuang, with serpent-dragon pattern deco

ration . 

4. IH!f~Ji.~&::;i(~ 
Large yu decorated with animal h ead a nd 
k'uei- phoenix pattern . 



Plate XVII. Ritual Vessels of the Early Western Chou 

1. JJiMMlffl'*&JJ~Jl 
Square-based deep c ircul ar vessel , kuei , d e-

corated with square-coiled thunder pattern . 

2. :\f~mg~~*S)(:1<;:45')]~ 
R ectangular casket-shaped vessel, fang-i, m ade 

by a vassal of Duke Ming of Chou , with 

a nimal head and serpent-dragon pattern deco

ration. 

3. gg~~*&m.101! 
Deep circular vessel, kuei , of Duke Chou , with four handles and elephant 

pattern decoration. 

4. mg{J~1,~~~J~JP,J 
Wide shallow bowl , fan, of San clan , decora ted with serpent-dragon and 

whorl pattern. 



Plate XVIII. Ritual Vessels of the Latter Period of Western Chou 

1. =si~W'ff. 
Tripod cauldron , ting, of Duke Mao. 

2. ~ !3±lt&j5~J! 
Square-based deep circu lar vessel, kuei, de
corated with 'broad-figure band' pattern. 

3. ~a r~ 1f~ mgm&w 
Covered jar, lw, with elephant-h ead shaped 
handles and serpent-dragon pattern decoration . 

4. ~ i3±!Mil7(~~ 
Low oblong rectangular dish with round corners, 
hsil, decorated with 'broad-figure band' and 
scale pattern . 

5. IBg ff~ThH&.~1! 
Deep circular vessel with handles , kuei , with 
serpent-dragon and perpendicular pattern d ecora
tion. 

6. 11%~t~AJBmt!lftli 
Low ewer, i, with coiled cloud pattern and 
four human-sh a ped legs. 



Plate XIX. Various Types of Vessels of the Period of Warring States 

1. lk%~1Ei:B:mf 
Long jar, hu, with cover and animal-shaped 

handles. 

2. !l!i!l!~t&.*fflf-
Large cauldron, ting, decorated with coiled 

animal pattern. 

3. JJ:9~it 
W a ter mirror, chien, with four handles . 

4. ~H~l:fUU&jt 
Deep circular vessel, kuei, with silver inlaid 
dragon-flower pattern decoration. 

5. !l!i!ll~HiU&.lfiiFB 
Low bowl with cover, chih, decorated with 
coiled animal and deer pattern. 

6. ~$j}~ff (l=I) ~ 
Kettle, ho, with animal-shaped legs and bird
shaped spout. 

7. ~'l:!l!it~t&W~mt 
Covered jar, hu, decorated with coiled animal 
and elephant pattern . 


